Neither taking up Luddite ideology and smashing the technology, nor being mindless and faithful to alienation caused by contemporary
relations of production, we propose a critical, class-based attitude towards the collective processes of production. Labour movement
seems to be losing its strength to the cynicism of the market and its nostalgic counterpart, romantic anarchism. We recognize the departure from class politics as a green light for various reactionary ideologies, such as a “new” “synthesis” of anarchism and nazism.

NO POWER FETISH – NO STATE FETISH
It comes as no surprise that the easy “answers” provided in a movie “Zeitgeist” serve to reinforce anti-Semitism. By overstating the influence of one of the world's
superpowers, the makers inflate the separation between the “real” and the “virtual”, which popularizes “anti-imperial” fascions with an enemy as a cosmopolitan
Jew. This is becoming increasingly popular in the countries like Lithuania. A weird mixture of “matriarchal” pagan anarchism in line with nazi suprematism is taking
form as Sarmatian ideology. In our opinion, it is dangerous to reject this new initiative as marginal, because “radical” right is disillusioned with official government
and the “mainstream” in general. The self-styled historian Aivaras Citrons Lileika, a former IT lecturer at London Metropolitan University is “investigating” highlyoverlooked pre-Christian times of the territory of present Lithuania, and this is attractive to those questioning the manipulative official versions of Baltic history.
However, Citrons, sometimes covering himself in a modest anarchist outlook and questioning the existence of any government, is participating in a bigger project.
Himself, former-businessman Milvydas Juškauskas and media magnate Kęstutis Pūkas are active in re-styling German-nazi ideology to contemporary Lithuanian
context.

SUFFERING STINKS
Citrons has been active in creating and disseminating nationalist and anti-communist propaganda in the last few years and has made numerous public lectures on
history in Lithuania and abroad. We have been successful in tracing one of his lectures which Citrons himself prevented to record or distribute, but the fanatics of
Sarmatia passionately recorded it and foolishly uploaded it on the net (2009 12 06 “1928 — 2100. Earth - planet of the men or the people?” - “1928 — 2100. Žemė –
žmonių ar vyrų planeta?“). There, Lileika-Citrons is praising Hitler, the “modesty” of nazi expansion plans, and denying holocaust. This is particularly despicable,
since Lithuanians themselves were strong supporters of genocide and were even criticised by nazi officials for their “do it yourself” enthusiasm. Among much of the
ass-kissing, Citrons claims that “today we all live in the world created by Hitler”. Overall, Sarmatian ideology is a contemporary re-mix of merging the “pluralism” of
democratic society and fierce claims of Lithuania being the center of the world (mind you, “the swastika travelled from Lithuania eastwards, “we” “are” the
originators of this innocent symbol”), therefore, a brand Neo-Nazi organ. The proposed “solution” for the corruption of the world is hard to describe. It is work. The
work of women! He draws on some strange campaign which calls to “invest in teenage girls” so they would do it all...

PROSTITUTION IS A GENERAL CONDITION OF THE WORKING
There has been lots of talk about the “revival” of swastikas in Lithuania and Latvia in 2010, with even international news covering the public demonstration
of illegal nazi symbols. However, the holocaust deniers were acquitted in court, since the pigs orchestrated the event and planned it well. Milvydas
Juškauskas, who became famous by filming the corrupt police, appeared on a News Radio (Žinių Radijas) show in 2009, where he spouted about his 'new
great plan' – which will first involve legally reproducing swastikas from the archaeological findings in Kernavė, a medieval capital of Grand Duchy of Lithuania. Basically, he claimed to have started working on “swastika question” in 2008, when he, by using his contacts in national security etc, found out that
even though swastika, as a nazi symbol, is banned in Lithuania (same as soviet symbolic), there are ancient swastikas which are either of different shape or
color, which are legal. But since the public debates only question the nature of symbols, nazis bath in the media attention.
The “Sarmatian” ideology stems from the disillusionment with corruption of both soviet regime and openly capitalist government. But they consist of criticizing the corruption, not the logic which justifies the existence of money, work and the state. Strangely, another version of enlightenment is practised by another group of data miners – Wikileaks, as a part of hacker community. While decouncing the corruption of Western Democracies and drawing on the documents
“leaked” from governmental system, it proves their existence right. (More on this in “WikiLeaks Has Radically Altered the Military-Diplomatic-Information
Complex – 10 Reasons For and Against” by Florian Cramer & Ted Byfield, published in www.metamute.org, 16 March 2011)

STOP “MAKING SENSE”
Anyway, even though we justify the governmental repression for racist crimes, in places like Lithuania it is especially obvious that all the officials want is to
cover-up themselves in the eyes of the “tolerant” “Europe”. We greet a new Antifa.lt initiative which is doing a great deal in revealing the specifics of racial
incidents in the country, where even the maintream media can manipulate the events into claiming that the guy from Pakistan was beaten up by “the Anti-fa
activists” (detales). This might have triggered a recent covering up of tons of videos the fascist Sarmatians have uploaded. In our view, it is important to reveal
that this ideology is anti-semitic, suprematist & nazi, and spread the word widely – we believe in most of the people as social beings, who will despite these
pigs. Furthermore, their ideologies are completely dependant on the positive treatment by the public, so a cake-attack (or maybe some tooth-paste) on Citrons might make this sour nazi reconsider the crap he chews on.

BELIEF IS THE ENEMY

COUNTER-GUGGENHEIM! CALLING FOR A MAYDAY ATTACK!

We at DAMTP are supporting the boycott of Guggenheim reasoned on arguments of ―group of leading artists, curators, writers, and others‖ and therefore demand for immediate quit with inhuman exploitation of workers on Saadiyat
Island, the location of the new museum – the Abu Dhabi branch of Guggenheim museum. However we have no need for leading artists, curators or any others. We have no need to be lead by anyone except the workers themselves
who are being exploited and are not yet organized enough to resist their own exploitation. Both the ―leading artists‖ and the Guggenheim have pointedly ignored the mention of the union busting activities of the companies including
the Louvre and the Guggenheim who are involved in the so-called Jazeera al-Saadiyat (Island of Hapiness).

The ruling Capitalist class has begun a new front in its colonization of Africa and a feature of this is the racist dividing of Africa into Arab and African nations. For us the artists lobbying the Guggenheim are - consciously or not - just
another part of this colonization in its psychic form. The capitalist Guggenheim royal family were instrumental in the suppression and realization of Nazism in 1937 when they established the Foundation in 1937 to coincide with the
famous ―Degenerated Art‖ campaign by Nazis. This plan came to fruition with the establishment of Israel. The Guggenheim family have historically profited from war through their copper and metal mining empire – and now their insidious data mining and psychic production empire (as evidenced in their stated aims of ―critical shifts in social practice‖ in their response to the artists boycott which effectively states that Human Rights Watch are lying ) which we as
workers must destroy by any means necessary. Workers who are being massacred by the Libyan rebels with the aid of NATO are no less the victim of these ruthless capitalists than those being directly exploited to build the Guggenheim museum in Abu Dhabi. Art can be situated as one pole in a triolectic between Labour and War.

In two extensive reports on the UAE, Human Rights Watch has documented a cycle of abuse that leaves migrant workers deeply indebted, poorly paid, and unable to defend their rights or even quit their jobs. The UAE authorities
responsible for developing the island have failed to tackle the root causes of abuse: unlawful recruiting fees, broken promises of wages, and a sponsorship system that gives employers virtually unlimited power over workers.

But differently from the formulations of ―group of leading artists, curators, writers, and others‖ we hereinafter do not think it has any threat to sully the reputation of Guggenheim museum what since its very beginning is based on exploitation, manipulations and possibly even deeper crimes against humanity what could be revealed from a deeper research over the historical conjunction of the very fact that the Foundation started in the year 1937 what coincide
with the famous ―Degenerated Art‖ campaign by Nazis.

We treat this particular case of workers’ exploitation by Foundation and its partners in Abu Dhabi, TDIC (Tourism Development and Investment Company) as being consequent through all the historical developments of Guggenheim’s.
Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation/External Affairs
Tel: 212 423 3881
Fax: 917 386 1451
E-mail: guggenheimAD@guggenheim.org
Phone: 212 423 3500; 212 423 3587
E-mail: boxoffice@guggenheim.org
Phone: 212 423 3796; 212 423 3625;
E-mail: annualfund@guggenheim.org
Phone: 212 423 3513
E-mail: plannedgiving@guggenheim.org
Phone: 212 423 3781
E-mail: education@guggenheim.org
Phone: 212 423 3774; 212 423 3636
E-mail: groupsales@guggenheim.org
Phone: 212 423 3767
E-mail: licensing@guggenheim.org
Phone: 212 423 3840
E-mail: pressoffice@guggenheim.org
Phone: 212 423 3535
E-mail: membership@guggenheim.org
Phone: 212 423 3521
E-mail: corporatemembership@guggenheim.org
Phone: 800 329 6109; 212 427 5690; 212 427 5682
E-mail: customerservice@guggenheim.org
Phone: 212 423 3705
E-mail: imagearchive@guggenheim.org
Phone: 212 423 3618
E-mail: visitorinfo@guggenheim.org, webmaster@guggenheim.org
Alexia Boro/Peggy Guggenheim Collection
701 Dorsoduro, Venice 30123, Italy
Tel: 39 041 240 5404
Fax: 39 041 520 6885
E-mail: mailtopress@guggenheim-venice.it
Ana López de Munain/Guggenheim Museum Bilbao
Avenida Abandoibarra, 2; Bilbao 48001, Spain
Tel: 34 94 435 9008
Fax: 34 94 435 9010
E-mail: media@guggenheim-bilbao.es
Sara Bernshausen/Deutsche Guggenheim
Unter den Linden 13-15; D-10117 Berlin, Germany
Tel: 49 30 2020 9314
Fax: 49 30 2020 9320
E-mail: berlin.guggenheim@db.com

We are asking to join with the second world wide Psycho Vigil against
Guggenheims due to Mayday on may 2nd, 2011 by sending a blast through their
communication channels at:

Data Miners & Travailleurs Psychique

On behalf of Dead Workers Union we demand immediate release of all psychic
workers (artists) from Guggenheims!
It’s time to make a decision – what are artists stand for: working people of the
world or branch of manipulative art bureaucracy!

What all that art system bureaucrats from their shiny offices have all in common
with the producing of meaning?
What is about thousands of psychic workers detained under the ban of Guggenheims
to belong to their art empire?

Join the union of
PROPHETS SEERS & SAGES:

infoRmation, intElligence, military operatiVes:
sOcial, poLitical and culTural workers:

Rao Leqin
Lu Xin

Liu Bing
Sun Danyong
Ma Xiangqian
Tian Yu
Liu Zhijun
Instead of ceasing the arrogant exploitation of migrant workers on Saadiyat
Island, the location of the new museum – the Abu Dhabi branch of Guggenheim
museum and so producing a new means fur further psychic colonization of millions
Guggenheims started a poseur campaign about release of single Chinese artist Ai
Wei Wei who got into troubles with local authorities due to some conceptual
simulations which art world bubble is used to overestimate what in fact gives
raises of their investments into contemporary art. Why they do not interest into
thousands of exploited Chinese workers in the factories of Foxconn Corporation.
Why contemporary art industries and their outbrained apologist called artists
are sitting at their computers (Apple is Foxconn’s client) produced by already
hundreds of dead Chinese workers do not will to support dead workers like:

We do not ask for ―independent monitoring of employers’ compliance with international human rights and labor laws‖ neither we give any advises how to quit their miserabilism – that’s their own way how they will convince international community of their crimes done. If they are thinking to whitewash their fathers with a dazzle of their aberrant buildings filled-up with art collections – that is not enough to mask it anymore.
The above mentioned sort of boycott raised by art world celebrities we teat as cowardice whine.

Besides their boycott we furthermore call for immediate boycott of all institutions stained with Guggenheims’:

We’re calling for artists for immediate ceasing to collaborate in any Guggenheims’ event, to erase any trace of Guggenheim’s in their CV’s, to demand an exclusion of anybody/anything directly/indirectly related to them.
We’re calling for the people to cease any visiting of events related to Guggenheims’.

We’re calling to art scholars to revise their programs and to start to exclude all materials related to Guggenheims as to the artists of their promotion.

We are calling to all employees throughout all branches of the Guggenheims to start organizing strikes, as official, as sit-ins or wildcats – and so until the joining general strike 2012.

Right now please spread the announcement worldwide and prepare for the worldwide psychoelectronic attack on the Guggenheims’ on April 1st by sending a blast through their communication channels at:

Phone: 212 423 3500; 212 423 3587
E-mail: boxoffice@guggenheim.org

Phone: 212 423 3796; 212 423 3625;
E-mail: annualfund@guggenheim.org
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labor in concentration camps, one of them being a Columbia House, formerly on the site of Tempelhof airport (as the port was expanded, the
camp was moved out into Oranienburg, where crafty prisoners were preoccupied with faking British pounds and US dollars, as a part of the nazi
plan to throw money from the airplanes over places like London, in order
to bring down the foreign economy). During the “cold”war the airport
became famous as one of the areas where cargo cult would be practised.

SEX MAJIK RITUAL SABOTAGE NATO WAR EFFORT CONTACT air@strike2012.org

Only with an absolutely crippled sense of humanity could the nazi technocrats realize so
many strange inventions – VW, various Bahns,
Tempelhof (“the mother of all airports”) etc. By
building one of the first concentration camps
on the former site of Templar Knights in
Tempelhof (now south Berlin) these moronic
robots kept their ideology running. The fields
which were used by Prussian Empire for parading purposes were taken into the new level by
nazis. Hitler's first architect “good nazi” Albert
Speer ordered to re-style the eagle shaped
buildings of the airport, one of the largest
building entities in the world at the time. One
of the many ugly suprematist “projects”
“envisioned” by fuhrer were put on paper by
Speer, who never in his life (he died rather late,
in 1981) admitted knowing about the holocaust. It is difficult to believe that the most
powerful architect in the world would not
know where his building materials come from
(and why “his” projects had to stop). It is widely known that lots of work were done by slave
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劳动节5月1日

Alytus Art Strike Biennial, C/P A.D. #25, LT-62137
Alytus, Lithuania

info@alytusbiennial.com

TWENTY ELEVEN IS THE SEASON
FOR TREASON
ABOLISH ALL MONARCHIES
FROM ENGLAND TO SWAZILAND
INTERNATIONAL PROLETARIAN
REVOLUTION NOW
WE HEREBY DECLARE IF THE
MONARCHY IS NOT ABOLISHED
BY EASTER WE WILL GO ON PERMANENT GENERAL STRIKE
WE WILL ONLY RE-ENTER WORK
PLACES IN ORDER TO ESTABLISH
WORKERS COUNCILS THE AIM OF
WHICH WILL BE TO TAKE CONTROL OF PRODUCTION DISTRIBUTION AND CONSUMPTION AWAY
FROM THE RULING BOSS CLASS

With an increasing demand for creativity in many
jobs, Windows declared that they “love open-source”. Similarly to the
“opposition” between openly commercial and indy porn, let's not delude
ourselves that open-source can live differently in this world. Let's treat the
technology for what it is...
Cut & paste, Cut & paste...



You can experiment with various encoding options (where code is interpreted as PCM Data)

 Choose any application file (the ones ending .exe are probably the best for this, since then
you will hear the source code, rather than simply
data)


Go to file->import->raw data...




Install the software

Get Audacity (free audio editing software
available online)

It is very easy to amplify the program code
(instruction is for Windows, but it shouldn't be
hard on Mac. If you use Linux it's a different story!):
Down with the information fetish! Create some noise!

RATIONALNESS
by Przybyla Bertels
to expand in the left hemisphere of the cerebrum. We see the quadrigemina on the back of the ascending fibres and their connection by fibres with the
cerebellum behind, as they connect with the thalami in front. This is as complete a statement of the structure of the brain as is necessary, and further
anatomical details would only embarrass the memory. [Illustration] The engraving above represents not an actual dissection, but the plan of the fibres
as understood by the anatomist. The intricacy of the cerebral structure is so great that it would require a vast nu ber of skilful dissections and engravings to make a correct portrait.
Fortunately, this is not necessary for the general reader, who requires only to understand the position of the organs in the head, and the direction of
their growth, which is in all cases directly outward from the central region or ventricles, so as to cause a prominence of the cranium--not a "bump," but
a general fullness of contour. Bumps belong to the growth of bone--not that of the brain. Let us next consider the genesis of the brain, which will give
us a more perfect understanding of its structure, by showing its origin, the correct method of estimating its development.
CHAPTER III.--GENESIS OF THE BRAIN
Beginning of the brain —Its correspondence to the animal kingdom and the law of evolution--Inadequacy of physical causes in evolution--The Divine
influence and its human analogy--Probability of influx--Possible experimental proof--Potentiality of the microscopic germinal element and its invisible
life—Is it a complete microcosm?--The cosmic teaching of Sarcognomy--The fish f orm of the br

